
A
Subjects & Predicates

Circle the subject and write out the complete predicate for each sentence.
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The soldier ran for cover when he

heard the shot.

( 1 )

Christian surprised everyone with

his high chemistry test score.

( 2 )

Korea exports many cars and

trucks.

( 3 )

Nobody believed that the rocket

would work.

( 4 )

The old computer booted up

successfully on the first try.

( 5 )

Jonathan caused a lot of trouble for

his teammates during the big game.

( 6 )

This blouse would look great with

your shoes.

( 7 )

William burst into the room.( 8 )

The swimming pool slowly filled with

water.

( 9 )

The Spanish quiz was harder than

anyone expected it to be.

(10)

Tiffany took some aspirin for her

headache.

(11)

The waitress should be here soon

with the check.

(12)

A loud crash could be heard coming

from the kitchen.

(13)
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ran for cover

when he heard the shot

surprised everyone with his

high chemistry test score

exports many cars and

trucks

believed that the

rocket would work

booted

up successfully on the first try

caused a lot of trouble for his

teammates during the big

game

would look great

with your shoes

burst

into the room

slowly filled with water

was

harder than anyone expected

it to be

took some aspirin for

her headache

should be here

soon with the check

could be heard

coming from the kitchen


